the left, initially merely appears to be a conventional requisite of a Protestant pastor's parlor. By having its gaze ostentatiously directed at the viewer, however, the portrait breaks the confidentiality of the closed circle of diners and hints at how pictures can broaden out an interior's safe retreat by unsettling external references.
The painting is most disturbing when it seems to leap out of the general context of the interior décor and attract attention to itself. Such moments make pictures resemble involuntary memories that suddenly appear and trespass the bounds of the habitual and familiar. In a like manner, the intentional reminder of a beloved person or a special event can be attended by an uncontrolled, visually animated working of the memory. Living with images in our interiors, as self-evident as it may seem to us, is therefore not entirely unproblematic. In the following, some aspects of the ambivalence of the image in interior design are sketched, taking Goethe as an example. We shall examine, in particular, how the reminder function of pictures interrelates with their incorporation into interiors.
II
Images have special importance among objects serving to secure and support the memory. Pictures seem to distinguish themselves for their powerful effectiveness and reliability. They can set before one's eyes things long since past as if they were present. The value of the image for the memory accordingly has often been duly praised. Leon Battista Alberti's treatise on painting already clearly expressed this, raising the significance of a portrait. To Alberti a picture's performance is not limited to "making the absent present". It can rather even represent the deceased so vividly that their "features […] somehow" seem to "lead a longer life".² Almost as if in remote echo of Alberti's remark, Goethe writes in his novel Elective Affinities (Wahlverwandtschaften):
Many a memorial and reminder draws the distant and departed closer to us. None shares the importance of a picture. There is something charming about the engagement with a beloved picture, even if it is dissimilar, just as sometimes there is something charming about bickering with a friend. One feels in a pleasant way twain and yet unsplittable.³ These scant lines imply a picture's special potential, also addressing the problems and dangers of image-aided reminiscence and recollection. Careful reading of the brief reflection, an excerpt out of "Ottilie's diary", reveals how the picture assumes sinister power over its viewers: It is not just looked at but becomes party to a "conversation". The picture attracts strong emotions and is itself even "beloved". Spatial proximity alone is what counts. The consideration that pictorial representation can simultaneously evoke awareness of spatial or temporal distance from the depicted object is, however, blanked out. The revalorization of the image into a quasi-human subject, as implied by Ottilie's words, signals a basic issue of the novel: the misconstrual of a picture, its false recognition as the depicted thing itself. It is brought so strongly to life that its action switches over to mortifying effect.
Ottilie's thoughts about the picture did not just happen to gain entry into the text. The novel Elective Affinities develops in manifold and devastating ways the fascination with depictions as well as their hazards, which the novel's protagonists increasingly have to contend with. The novel presents in ever-new constellations how pictures that dissimulate their own status as images not only cause partial deception and confusion but ultimately profoundly determine and contaminate the perception of reality in general. As numerous studies on Elective Affinities have shown,⁴ the convergence of image and reality bodes more than the possibility of allowing the pictorially represented to seem alive. It can also have the consequence that the living freezes 'picture-like', because it is crowded out and replaced by the picture. The simulacrum does not just rob the image of its pictorialness but threatens to affect reality beyond the image.
Goethe had treated the risk of mortification through pictures in a literary work already ten years previously. The short story "The Collector and His Circle" (Der Sammler und die Seinigen) exposes more powerfully than the later Elective Affinities the problems inherent in depictions at the site in which they unfold with particular poignancy: in the interior, in the everyday living space of the middle-class bourgeois. This novella links the picture issue particularly closely with memorization practices.⁵ Composed of letters, the novella not only revolves around the issue of art collecting and viewing. It repeatedly confronts the reader with the question: What does it mean to live with pictures and works of art that are simultaneously conceived as souvenirs?
Out of a total of eight letters addressed to the editor of the periodical Propyläen by a collector physician and his acquaintances, the first three letters are devoted to the history of the collection that the physician had inherited and continued to maintain. After mentioning his grandfather, he describes his father as having exhibited "a decisive fondness for just one particular kind of artwork", namely, for the "accurate emulation of natural things".⁶ Driven by a desire for lasting, imperishable possessions, he initially had birds, flowers, butterflies, and shells illustrated true to nature, before mainly commissioning portraits of family members. It is notable that the father rejects any timeless idealization of the depicted persons and finally has his family portrayed with things out of their daily lives. His daughter's portrait proves, among other things, that signs of transience could thereby creep into the picture. The seemingly incidental accessories, a peach and carnations, are added, which upon closer reading prove to be classical vanitas themes. The involvement of pictures in desire and death is expressed more strongly still in another rather unusual painting.⁷ The collector's father proposes to his son-in-law, an artist,⁸ the idea of a trompe-l'oeil painting supposed to lend permanence to the living likeness of himself and his wife:
In the upper room, where the best portraits hang and which is actually the last in the row of rooms, you may perhaps have noticed a door that seems to continue on; yet it is blind, and if one had otherwise opened it, a rather more startling than amusing object would have been revealed. My father, arm-in-arm with my mother, appeared to be stepping out; and the reality which partly the circumstances, partly the artfulness called forth was startling. He was depicted attired as he would usually be when returning home from a social dinner engagement. The picture was painted at that place, for that place, with every care, the figures held perspectivally accurately from a particular standpoint, and the clothes done with the greatest punctiliousness to most striking effect. In order that the light fall on it properly from the side, a window had to be moved and everything set to make the deception complete.⁹
The effort spent on this illusionistic picture is astonishing. A window is repositioned to perfect the picture's effect. The real structural circumstances must conform to the painting, which is allowed to interfere with reality, the family's living space. Yet the double illusion, the coupling of fake door and trompe-l'oeil painting, proved insidious. The father's desire aimed at the conservation of the living in the picture; yet this painting itself is overtaken by its own, entirely tangible transience. The perishability of the depicted figure, supposed to be halted by fixation onto a pictorial medium, moves over to the materiality of the representation:
7 The fictitious painting in Goethe's novella seems to be inspired by a family portrait of Johann Heinrich Tischbein the Elder which was famous for its illusive representation of the painter's domestic home; for further references see Johannes Grave, Natur und Kunst, Illusion und Bildbewusstsein. Zu einigen Bildern in Goethes Beiträgen für die Propyläen, in: Daniel Ehrmann, Norbert Christian Wolf (eds.), Klassizismus in Aktion. Goethes 'Propyläen' und das Kunstprogramm der Weimarer Klassik, Wien: Böhlau, 2015 (in prep.) . 8 This marital tie between painter and daughter expresses a further problematic entanglement between depiction and desire. By incorporation of picture production within the family, the boundary between reality and the world of images must almost compellingly become more fragile. 9 "In dem obern Zimmer, wo die besten Portraite hängen und welches eigentlich das letzte in der Reihe der Zimmer ist, haben Sie vielleicht eine Türe bemerkt, die noch weiter zu führen scheint, allein sie ist blind, und wenn man sie sonst eröffnete, zeigte sich ein mehr überraschender als erfreulicher But unfortunately a work of art that had approximated reality as closely as possible, too soon also experienced the fates of the real. The blind frame with the canvas was affixed to the inner door paneling and thereby subject to the influences of a damp wall, which acted the more heftily, as the closed door kept out all air; and thus, after a hard winter during which the room had not been opened, father and mother were found totally destroyed, which depressed us all the more, since we had already lost them before to death.¹⁰ Even linguistic details reveal the far-reaching contamination of reality by the illusionistic image regime: The discussion is not about a ruined picture or a moldy canvas. Instead it reads: "father and mother" were found "totally destroyed".
As if the illusionistic portraits behind the blind door weren't enough, the collector's father later carries his passion for natural and deceptive representation to the extreme. He has a life mask taken of himself by an elaborate procedure; it is used to make a life-size wax figure that is given a particularly natural complexion, a "real wig", and a "damask dressing gown". But the thus-created "phantom" seems to be so upsetting to the collector-physician that he hides it behind a curtain "that I didn't dare to draw aside before you".¹¹ Initially serving to suppress the precocities of transience, the pictures themselves then had to be stifled because their obtrusive permanence made one feel more acutely than ever that life has an end.
The images and pictorial practices described in the first letters of the novella stand in a remarkable relationship to the cultivation of familial remembrance. The increasingly elaborately crafted portraits seem to be wholly dedicated to the purpose of preserving the memory of the family and its individual members. Upon closer consideration, however, the images prove to be a means of circumventing the work of retrospection, which would have to imply an awareness of the temporal breach with the recollection. The boundary-blurring between image and reality still aims at portraying the subjects as if they were present-not in order to remember them as absent or deceased, but in order to maintain the pretense of their presence. It seems inescapable that this strategy of memory avoidance should ultimately collapse. The attempt to evade temporality and transience by pictures and the presence attributable to them must fail. As a result, the painter, part of the family by marriage, is led after the death of his wife to almost manic production of still lifes composed of ensembles in endless variation of the everyday objects of the departed. "Only capable of seeing the 10 "Leider hat aber ein Kunstwerk, das sich der Wirklichkeit möglichst näherte, auch gar bald die Schicksale des Wirklichen erfahren. Der Blendrahm mit der Leinwand war in die Türbekleidung befestigt und so den Einflüssen einer feuchten Mauer ausgesetzt, die um so heftiger wirkten als die verschloßne Türe alle Luft abhielt, und so fand man nach einem strengen Winter, in welchem das Zimmer nicht eröffnet worden war, Vater und Mutter völlig zerstört, worüber wir uns um so mehr betrübten, als wir sie schon vorher durch den Tod verloren hatten." Ibid. 11 Ibid., p. 84.
present"¹² and of painting it, he fixates his recollection on what the dead have left behind and is unable to reach closure.
III
A fundamental contradiction seems to exist between the critical eye that Goethe casts on images in his literary works and his own furnishing practice in the Goethehaus: Superficially, nothing in the so-called "Haus am Frauenplan" indicates that its resident had thought in a critical way about the power that images can exert over their viewers and their perceptions of reality. The Goethehaus rather presents a multifarious selection of depictions. As "a pantheon full of pictures and statues", as Jean Paul wrote, it captivates not just by the abundance of artworks but also by their staging, begging respect. Jean Paul's report about his visit with Goethe in June 1796 conveys an impression of how the picture program in the stairwell, in particular, could tune a guest's mood in a doubtful way: "[…] a chilling anxiety presses the breast-at last, the god steps forward, cold, unisyllabic, unaccented. Says Knebel, for inst., 'the French are entering Rome.' 'Hm!', says the god."¹³ What the Haus am Frauenplan offered to the visitor did not serve exclusively to foster memories. Nevertheless, it was always also connected with practices of reminiscence. The plaster casts, paintings, drawings, prints, majolicas, and other ornamental pieces of the Goethehaus should not, by any means, be conceived foremost or, indeed, even exclusively as a scholarly program of select masterpieces of classical art that would raise the owner of the house, as it were, to Olympic heights.¹⁴ The abundance of images used for the décor was not just richer and more varied than many an iconographic interpretation would suggest, but also most profoundly con- nected with Goethe's cultivation of remembrance. In his autobiographical Poetry and Truth (Dichtung und Wahrheit), Goethe claims, entirely in this sense, "gladly to recall by all I possess how I obtained it, from whom I received it, whether it be by gift, exchange, or purchase, or in any other way. It has become my custom to do due justice when showing my collections, by thinking of the persons through whose mediation I obtained the individual item, indeed of the occasion, the accident, the farthest motive and contribution by which things that are dear and valuable to me became mine."¹⁵ Each item of the collections as well as of the furnishings in a personal living environment exhibits in this way a time index that links the object with the biography of its owner. The recollection of the giver or mediator of every single object (of art) does not exhaust itself in nostalgic retrospective. It can, moreover, lead to a 'representification' and revival that at first glance recalls the false pictorial practices of the Elective Affinities or the novella The Collector and His Circle: "That which surrounds us comes to life, in that we see it in mental, fond, genetic correlation; and by recollection of past states, momentary existence is heightened and enriched, the donors of the gifts rise repeatedly before one's faculty of imagination, one connects a pleasant memory with their likeness, making ingratitude impossible and occasional reciprocation easy and desirable."¹⁶ Only on the face of it does Goethe's description of the practice of 'representification' manifest parallels to that questionable utilization of portraits he examined in the novella The Collector and His Circle. Goethe's treatment of the things around himself respects the temporal distance from the giver or intermediary and for that reason can become a basis for a culture of remembrance properly speaking. The act of recalling things to the present does not level the grade with the past but sets the past and present into correlation. Goethe explicitly speaks of the involvement of the powers of the imagination and the "depiction" (Bild) of the memory that is evoked by engagement with the objects. His thing-based and image-based culture of remembrance is 15 "Diesem zu begegnen, gewöhnte ich mich zuvörderst, bei allem was ich besitze, mich gern zu erinnern, wie ich dazu gelangt, von wem ich es erhalten, es sei durch Geschenk, Tausch oder Kauf, oder auf irgend eine andre Art. Ich habe mich gewöhnt, beim Vorzeigen meiner Sammlungen der Personen zu gedenken, durch deren Vermittelung ich das Einzelne erhielt, ja der Gelegenheit, dem Zufall, der entferntesten Veranlassung und Mitwirkung, wodurch mir Dinge geworden, die mir lieb und wert sind, Gerechtigkeit widerfahren zu lassen." Goethe 1985 Goethe -1998 also characterized by an awareness of the image's specific status and precisely not by a denial of the pictorial medium, as had been the approach with the trompe-l'oeil in the novella The Collector and His Circle.
Goethe certainly did not want to tame the affective power of the image completely; this is shown exemplarily in the directed gazes of some sculptures in the entrance area of the Haus am Frauenplan (fig. 2) . The Greyhound and the Praying Boy not only stand for antique sculpture. They introduce, at the same time, references within the space, in that they draw attention to a direction not yet within the visitor's view: they turn ostentatiously, indeed, in the case of the greyhound, even in surprise, toward the first landing and therefore in a direction from which one would expect the master of the house to appear. Nonetheless, these are not wax figures striking the visitor in such a disturbing, uncanny way as do the life-sized portraits discussed in the novella The Collector and His Circle. This example of the sculptures in the stairwell suggests the basic tendency of Goethe's 'picture policy': Goethe seeks ways to establish relations between the depictions and their environments that extend beyond iconographic and symbolic references. Simultaneously, however, he tries throughout, in principle, to maintain the distance between image and viewer and hence an image-consciousness (Bildbewusstsein in the sense of Edmund Husserl).
Another look inside the novella The Collector and His Circle can help define more precisely the practices by which Goethe seeks to respond to the dangers inherent in the image: This novella is not merely a confrontation that problematically blurs the boundaries between image and reality. It sketches, at the same time, the path to a visual practice that avoids the problem of a petrifying reflection of pictures. For, along its own apparently contingent course, the text develops a treatment of works of art that allows their sensible, performative, and social potentials to emerge. The novella The Collector and His Circle may not describe the ideal figure of the art collector or viewer, nor end in unequivocal principles, norms, or prohibitions. However, its meandering structure of open dialog is a plea to let the plurality of collected artworks speak and the polyphony of their diverse viewers be heard.¹⁷ In this sense, no final ideal state of the collection is aimed at in the text. Interest-above all, in the first few letters-is rather directed at their variable yet steady development as well as-in the later letters-at the continual revision of the collected artworks in the sensorial experience of the viewers.
A comparable argument can be made for Goethe's own picture practice. In his attempt to maintain critical distance from the image without robbing it entirely of its potentials, he fell back on a whole cluster of strategies: By contextualizing the individual work within numerous images and taking conscious recourse to reproductions, such as plaster casts or engravings whose own characteristic materiality is not denied, Goethe sought to relativize the image and purposefully lift its aura.¹⁸ Entirely in this vein, he repeatedly made not just minor modifications to the décor of the rooms he lived in, but even trenchant ones. Comparatively simple and flexible fixtures, such as glass cases and reusable picture frames, permitted him to alter the dispositions of display and collection pieces at any time. Furthermore, by including the reception of images in performative processes and in social life, a firm ascription of meanings and a fetishization of the pictures and ornaments are prevented.¹⁹ And finally, each image was integrated within temporal and historical contexts: On the one hand, it was ordered within a morphologically conceived history of art;²⁰ and, on the other hand, it was referenced within the collector's biography.
During the final two decades of his life, Goethe conceived the décor of his Haus am Frauenplatz increasingly as part of a comprehensive retrospection. This finds expression in such autobiographical works as the Italian Journey (Italienische Reise), the diaries and notebooks (Tag-und Jahreshefte), as well as the notebooks "on morphology" (Hefte zur Morphologie). But it was also materialized in his personal environment. Regarding this process Goethe made the famous remark about seeming "more and more historical" to himself.²¹ His diary notes, letters, and other sources allow one to gather how strongly the composition of the Italian Journey was interwoven with the viewing of pieces from his own collections. Thus it is not surprising that Goethe was particularly pleased about plaster casts of works from antiquity that he had once purchased during his period in Rome without in the end being able to take them with him to Weimar in 1788.²² In a letter to Carl Friedrich Zelter, Goethe spoke in May 1828, regarding a new plaster cast of the Antinous Mondragone ( fig. 3) , of the "great memory-edification"²³ that the work afforded him. At first glance, this cast seems lifeless and cold, but it refers not only to a long-since-elapsed epoch of art but also to his own biography and earlier art experiences in Italy. Goethe accordingly did not write in his letter to Zelter about the artistic significance of this classical bust but concentrated exclusively on the remembrance work it stimulated: "I had, in anticipation of the same, in order to lend the more weight to the day and hour, begun to dictate the tale of my second stay in Rome."²⁴ Against this backdrop, the plaster cast of the Medusa Rondanini ( fig. 4 ) must have also been extremely welcome to Goethe. He had already possessed a cast of it in Rome, having described it thoroughly in correspondence. When the Bavarian King Ludwig has sent one cast to Weimar, the myth of Medusa flips over into its opposite for Goethe: "Before me stands a long-yearned-for work of art from a mythical primordial age. I raise my eyes and gaze at the most ominous figure. The Medusa head, otherwise 21 Goethe to Wilhelm von Humboldt, December 1, 1831: "[…] I gladly admit that at my advanced age everything is becoming more and more historical to me: it is all one to me whether happening in times past, in faraway realms, or at a moment in close spatial proximity to me; yes, I seem to myself more and more historical." ("[…] so gesteh ich gern daß in meinen hohen Jahren mir alles mehr und mehr historisch wird: ob etwas in der vergangenen Zeit, in fernen Reichen oder mir ganz nah räumlich im Augenblicke vorgeht, ist ganz eins, ja ich erscheine mir selbst immer mehr und mehr geschichtlich […] from accursed effects fearsome, seems to me wholesome and salutary […] ."²⁵ And to Zelter he spoke of a "countenance that by no means petrified but supremely and splendidly invigorated the artistic sense."²⁶ By situating his plaster casts of antique sculptures within an autobiographical relationship-partly going against established iconographic codes-hence connecting the works of art relatively directly with his own reality in life, Goethe seems initially to have left himself at the mercy of a similarly accursed dynamic of projections as he had so unsparingly portrayed in the Elective Affinities. However, not without reason does he speak to Zelter of the "artistic sense" revitalized by the Medusa Rondanini. In all biographical reminiscences, each 25 "Vor mir aber steht ein langersehntes, einer mythischen Urzeit angehöriges Kunstwerck. Ich richte die Augen auf und schaue die ahnungsvollste Gestalt. Das Medusenhaupt, sonst wegen unseliger Wirkungen furchtbar, erscheint mir wohltätig und heilsam […] ." In: Goethe 1887-1919 (as in note 21), pt. IV, vol. 40, p. 195 (draft of a letter to Ludwig I of Bavaria, Nov. 1825). 26 "Anblick, der keineswegs versteinerte sondern den Kunstsinn höchlich und herrlich belebte." In: Ibid., p. 256 (letter to Zelter dated Jan. 21, 1826). image remained for Goethe embedded in an encompassing frame of art history that forestalled any individual work from becoming a fetish.
Consequently, the former location of the Medusa seems downright emblematic: Different from what the current position of this cast (in the so-called yellow room) would suggest, during Goethe's lifetime the Medusa head found its place on the repository for folders of drawings, engravings, etchings, and woodcuts. The sculpture with its disturbing depiction thus implicitly referred back to an abundant assortment of other depictions. The fetish or idol of a single fascinating stare was set against the plurality of numerous pictures of the collections, which as representations were not to be mistaken for the relevant depicted subjects. 
